
With fixed exchange rates and some of the world’s
worst debt and balance-of-payment ratios,
Lebanon risks serious economic crisis next year

should worsening relations with Gulf states choke off the
capital flows sustaining its currency’s dollar peg.
Lebanon’s ability to dodge financial disaster has for years
confounded critics, whose warnings of debt defaults, bal-
ance of payments crises and a collapse of the pound cur-
rency, have all come to naught.

What could change that equation is the foreign policy
shift in Saudi Arabia, whose new Crown Prince
Mohammed bin Salman has thrust Beirut back into a
regional power struggle between the Sunni monarchy in
Riyadh and Shiite Iran. One sign of the shifting political
sands was the shock resignation last month of Prime
Minister Saad Al-Hariri, widely seen as under pressure
from Saudi Arabia - which along with its Gulf allies
opposes the Iran-backed group Hezbollah’s role in
Hariri’s coalition government.

Hariri has since rescinded his resignation. But the
tumult has re-focused the attention of many economists
and analysts on the frailties of an economy reliant on
remittances, an external funding deficit of about 20 per-
cent of gross domestic product and government debt of
150 percent of GDP, according to the IMF. These metrics
are far worse than in other countries with the same B-rat-
ing from Fitch. The point around which all this could
unravel is Lebanon’s currency, which is pegged at a rate of
1,500 per dollar. While most developing countries have
now adopted floating currencies, pegs remain the norm in
the Middle East. But Lebanon’s currency peg, unlike those
of oil-rich Gulf states, is not backed by huge financial fire-
power. Instead, the country relies on deposit inflows to
Lebanese banks from its diaspora, which vastly outnum-
bers the 4 million Lebanese at home, to fund the govern-
ment and maintain central bank defenses.

“The crisis is behind us for a while but in the medium
term, Lebanon has difficult macro fundamentals as it needs
to keep attracting deposits to sustain the currency peg,”

said Jean-Michel Saliba, a strategist at Bank of America
Merrill Lynch. “Lebanon has been resilient for a very long
time but that doesn’t mean the resilience will last.”

With a pegged currency, authorities must hold suffi-
cient dollar buffers to maintain faith in the exchange rate,
while ensuring steady inflows to keep coffers topped up.
During November’s turmoil, some Lebanese rushed for
dollars; data shows central bank foreign assets fell by $1.6
billion last month, with traders citing interventions to sup-

port the pound.
Governor Riad Salameh, in office since 1993, declined

to comment on the matter of interventions. But he told
Reuters the peg had a “cost”. Salameh has a comfortable
$43 billion in reserves. He can also point to how the central
bank maintained stability in other crises, including the
2006 conflict with Israel, the assassination of former Prime
Minister Rafik Al-Hariri and Syria’s civil war.

The reliance on overseas citizens is a strength as well
as weakness. On one hand, diaspora money is known to be
“stickier” than foreign stock and bond investments. The
downside is that remittances comprise 16 percent of
Lebanon’s GDP, according to World Bank data, well above
most emerging economies. What’s more, around two-
thirds of this comes from the Gulf and could be at risk

from tensions between Beirut and Riyadh. Hariri has iden-
tified Gulf sanctions as a major threat. “They have enough
reserves but those are being fed by remittance inflows. If
things get worse in the Middle East, you don’t know if this
money will still come in,” said Societe Generale strategist
Regis Chatellier, warning a peg collapse would send for-
eign debt ratios “through the roof”. “Lebanon, for me, is
the credit to watch next year. This is an economy with a
similar debt-to-GDP to Japan but with a huge current
account deficit,” he added.

‘Stress Scenario’
The peg too is both a strength and a weakness. As long

as it is in place and deemed trustworthy, Lebanese expats
will be happy to channel savings to high-interest bank
accounts at home and locals willing to hold pounds.
Steady deposit growth has allowed banks to fund the
government, while the central bank also leverages this
cash; it offers banks attractive interest rates and exchange
rates for dollar deposits.

But if inflows dwindle, say if Gulf-based Lebanese are
forced home, doubts may grow over the peg’s stability,
prompting citizens to buy dollars. Toby Iles, Fitch director
for Middle East and Africa sovereigns, says the central

bank could cope with some level of dollar demand, as
reserves are equivalent to 60 percent of bank deposits.

While noting that big deposit outflows are rare in
Lebanon, Iles warned: “Extensive outflows caused by a
very large political shock becomes a stress scenario which
could undermine confidence in the peg.” Lebanese bonds
reflect the vulnerability, trading as though their credit rat-
ing was a notch or two below their actual score, BAML’s
Saliba said. He and others urge Lebanon to act quickly to
cut spending and raise revenues so it can reduce its deficit.

“In the long run, it’s not sustainable what we are doing.
You cannot borrow forever. You can’t run a fiscal deficit as
big as it is today in Lebanon forever,” said Fadi Osseiran,
executive director of Blom Bank in Beirut. “If confidence in
the central bank goes, the long-term becomes short (term)
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Doug Jones’ remarkable victory in the Alabama
Senate special election on Dec 12 is the
strongest sign yet that Republicans will lose

seats in Congress in 2018 because of their unpopular
president and extremely unpopular agenda. And yet a
close reading of the Alabama result also highlights just
how American democracy can thwart the will of the
majority rather than serve it.

The warning signs are right there on a map of
Alabama. Despite his statewide victory, Jones lost six
of Alabama’s seven congressional districts. That’s a
symptom of gerrymandering, just one of the features of
the American electoral system making it very difficult
for Democrats to beat Republicans.

In most democratic frameworks, the Republican
Party would be facing near-certain doom in the 2018
mid-terms. The party that occupies the White House
usually loses ground in mid-term elections, especially
during a president’s first term, as Democrats did in
2010 and 1994. This is even more true if the president is
divisive, inspiring the opposing party to turn out. 

Donald Trump’s approval ratings have been below
40 percent for months, an unprecedented rejection for
a president at this stage in his term. The tax cut bill that
Republicans passed this week is the second-most
unpopular proposed legislation in recorded history.
The least popular was the Republican proposal earlier
in the year to repeal the Affordable Care Act. This has
created an electorate very hostile to the GOP.
Democrats have an 11 point lead among voters for the
next election, but whether Republicans will even lose
control of either house of Congress remains very much
an open question.

Demographic Distribution
In the House of Representatives, that’s partly a

reflection of demographic distribution. Democrats tend
to be concentrated in cities, while Republicans are
more evenly spread in conservative-leaning suburbs
and rural areas. This means that even a non-partisan
approach to drawing congressional district boundaries
would favor Republicans. But in most states, both par-
ties attempt to draw district lines - no matter how
ridiculous they make look to the untrained eye - that
favor their team. Hence the result in Alabama, where
Republicans were in charge of the redistricting.

Since Republicans dominated the 2010 elections,
they had the advantage of controlling more state legis-
latures - and therefore the redrawing of borders - dur-
ing the last round of decennial redistricting. That means
Democrats could fail to win the House despite getting
far more votes.

Even though the Senate can’t be gerrymandered, the
situation for Democrats there is just as bad because the
third of the Senate up for re-election in 2018 over-
whelmingly consists of seats held by Democrats.
Republicans held 52 of the 100 Senate seats before
Jones’s upset victory. They are now down to 51-49, but -
as with the House - Republicans could win fewer Senate
votes than Democrats and still retain their majority.
That’s happened before, most recently in 2016, mainly
because the Senate has a rural bias: Smaller states like
Wyoming, Idaho, and Nebraska each get the same two
senators as populous California. In order to control the
Senate, Democrats must win races in states that go con-
sistently Republican in presidential elections.

Randomness
Then there is the randomness of which third of the

100 Senate seats are up for grabs in any given election
cycle. The 2018 Senate map is especially favorable to
Republicans. Democrats have to defend 23 seats to
Republicans’ 10. Democrats must hold seats in 10
states Trump carried, including conservative bastions
Indiana, West Virginia, and North Dakota. While politi-
cal conditions will favor Democrats overall in 2018, it
wouldn’t be shocking if the Democrats failed to hold
one or two of these seats.

Of the 10 Republican Senate seats that will be on
the ballot, there are limited opportunities for
Democratic pickups: Nevada, being a swing state, is
likely the strongest. Arizona is historically conservative
and Republican, but with a large and growing Latino
population - and the very real possibility that
Republicans will nominate a brash extremist candidate
similar to Moore - it might offer the Democrats their
other real chance. But finding a third seat for them to
win would be nearly impossible: The remaining
Republican seats are in overwhelmingly Republican
southern and western states such as Mississippi and
Wyoming.

Jones’ win, of course, changes everything. The
Democrats can now gain control of the Senate by just
winning in Arizona and Nevada and holding all of their
seats. New York Times data analyst Nate Cohn thinks
the Alabama result moves Democrats’ chances of win-
ning the Senate from a long-shot to a toss-up. Still, the
fact that it took an incredibly unlikely win in Alabama
to even make the Senate a toss-up in a year in which
voters are almost certain to overwhelmingly prefer the
Democratic Party is remarkable. If Democrats win the
national House and Senate popular votes by a modest
margin, they’re out of luck - and out of power.

That highlights another problem with American
democracy: The ability of a party that wins through
undemocratic mechanisms to reify its own power for
decades. —Reuters

US’ unfair 
democracy

With dollar peg, Lebanon risks currency hit 
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5 conclusions 
from Barca’s 
Clasico cruise

Barcelona further tightened their vice-like grip
on the La Liga title by sweeping aside eternal
rivals Real Madrid 3-0 on Saturday to leave

the European champions 14 points adrift down in
fourth place. Luis Suarez, Lionel Messi and Aleix
Vidal were on target for the visitors in the second
half as Madrid paid for not taking their chances
when on top before the break. Here, AFP Sports
looks at five conclusions to draw from El Clasico:

Title decided
The day before Santa Claus comes to Spain,

Barca already have what they most wanted for
Christmas. Not only did they leave Madrid trailing,
but defeats for Atletico Madrid and Valencia this
weekend mean they now lead La Liga by nine
points. Ernesto Valverde’s men are unbeaten in 25
games, stretching back to their previous visit to the
Santiago Bernabeu when they were outclassed as
Real wrapped up a 5-1 aggregate win in the
Spanish Super Cup. Back then, Real seemed all-
conquering after a first La Liga and Champions
League double for 59 years, whilst Barca were reel-
ing from the loss of Neymar to Paris Saint-Germain.
However, thanks to Valverde’s shrewd management,
the Catalans have bounced back in incredible style,
dropping only six points in their opening 17 league
games while their rivals have floundered.

Madrid need fresh legs
Real have paid a heavy price for not building

from a position of strength as they cashed in
rather than splashing out in the transfer market in
the summer. Alvaro Morata, James Rodriguez and
Pepe all left, whilst Real failed to get their premier
target as Kylian Mbappe chose to join Neymar at
PSG. Missing out on Mbappe could prove even
more costly when Madrid face PSG in the last 16
of the Champions League. However, Real don’t

just need a refreshment up front to offer back up
to the ageing duo of Cristiano Ronaldo and Karim
Benzema, now both in their ninth season in
Madrid. The hosts faded physically in the second
half as the toil of playing in six competitions this
season has become increasingly apparent in
recent months.

Barca defence for real
The key to Valverde’s rejuvenation of Barca

has been an unusual one for the Catalans. Unlike
the sparkling football shown by Pep Guardiola or
Luis Enrique’s treble winning sides in the past
decade, Barca have built from the back.
Goalkeeper Marc-Andre ter Stegen has been in
outstanding form, but Neymar’s departure has
also allowed Valverde to play an extra midfielder
to offer more protection to the back four. Barca
have conceded just eight goals in their 25-game
unbeaten run, registering 18 clean sheets.

Spotlight finally falls on Zidane
“Tomorrow they are going to hammer me,”

recognized Zidane after his decision to surprising-
ly start Mateo Kovacic instead of a host of other
attacking options such as Gareth Bale, Isco or
Marco Asensio backfired. Zidane has enjoyed an
almost flawless record during his first two years in
charge, winning eight trophies including back-to-
back Champions Leagues. However, his heaviest
defeat as a senior coach means his judgement is
finally beginning to be questioned. And that pres-
sure will only intensify unless he can mastermind a
way past free-spending PSG come the new year.

A very Messi Christmas
Ronaldo has hogged the headlines in the past

month after picking up his fifth Ballon d’Or to
move level with Messi in their personal battle to
be declared the best player of their generation.
The Portuguese was rewarded for his remarkable
goalscoring streak towards the end of last sea-
son’s Champions League with 10 goals from the
quarter-finals on as Madrid were crowned cham-
pions of Spain and Europe. However, in terms of
consistent performances in 2017, Messi has been
in a world of his own and rounded off the year
with another goal and assist. —AFP 

You can always 
rely on Benitez to 
turn crisis around

Two months without a victory,
four consecutive defeats and
constant headlines surrounding a

possible takeover - that would be
enough to test any top flight manager.
Newcastle United had endured a
nightmare run of form going nine
Premier League games without a win
before Saturday’s 3-2 victory at West
Ham United. The last victory came
against Crystal Palace on Oct 21 and
the former Liverpool manager must
have been wondering if he had lost his
magic touch.

But you can never write off the
European Cup winner and despite the
turmoil surrounding Newcastle, on and
off the pitch, Benitez has a habit of
delivering when it matters the most. The
Spanish coach has a proven track
record when it comes to managing at
the highest level and he has a habit of
getting the best out of his players. For all
the talk of a possible takeover with
Amanda Staveley hoping to persuade
Mike Ashley to sell Newcastle to her
Dubai-based PCP Capital Partners
Middle Eastern investment fund, Benitez
has somehow managed to transform his
squad at just the right time.

You cannot underestimate the impor-
tance of being out of the bottom three
on Christmas Day and Newcastle sup-
porters will be optimistic that the second
half of the campaign will provide a lot
more optimism. The way Newcastle
responded to going behind so early in
the game demonstrated the spirit and
determination that Benitez has installed
in his players and they thoroughly
deserved to come away with all three

points at London Stadium. Newcastle
are clearly lacking two or three quality
players who would help take the club
onto another level, but they have indi-
viduals who are prepared to give
everything for the shirt and none more
so than their influential captain Jamaal
Lascelles who was outstanding at the
heart of the defense. West Ham were full
of optimism after new manager David
Moyes looked to have turned their sea-
son around with impressive wins over
Chelsea and Stoke City and are a major
threat with the pace of Michail Antonio
and the rejuvenated Marko Arnautovic
in the Hammers attack.

But Benitez clearly did his homework
on how to stop them and worked hard
on causing problems on the counterat-
tack and it proved to be the major differ-
ence. It remains to be seen how a possi-
ble takeover will affect Benitez and his
long-term future, but one thing is certain
- Newcastle have a manager who will
give them every chance of achieving
success. For all the teams involved at the
bottom of the table, the January transfer
window could prove to be the difference
for Newcastle and Benitez will be pray-
ing he can get in the players to help him
achieve his dream of challenging in the
top half once again. —Reuters 

Rafael Benitez


